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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are describing the HP Smart Array controllers for ProLiant
Gen9servers to your customer. The customer asks how the
controllers are managed. Which HP tool should you discuss with
the customer?
A. HP Insight Online
B. HP Onboard Administrator
C. HP Smart Storage Administrator
D. HP Array Configuration Utility
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
What is the problem when 237 dials 972551915, if the PSTN is
not expecting the leading 9 in this dialing?
A. The problem is in "forward-digits 7", the dial peer should

be with "forward-digits 5".
B. The problem is in "forward-digits 7", the dial peer should
be with "forward-digits 8".
C. The problem is in "forward-digits 7", the dial peer should
be with "forward-digits 9".
D. The problem is in "forward-digits 7", the dial peer should
be with "forward-digits 2".
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following is true regarding the purpose of the
COSO enterprise risk
management framework?
1.It is a process that is ongoing and flows throughout the
organization.
2.It contributes to the formulation of the organization's
mission and vision.
3.It enables internal audit to provide reasonable assurance to
an organization's
management and the board.
4.It enables the management of risks within an organization's
risk appetite.
A. 1,2,and 4 only
B. 2,3,and 4 only
C. 1,3,and 4 only
D. 1,2,and 3 only
Answer: C
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